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Nashville artist Lain York employs a variety of materials and stylistic 
approaches in collages that explore relationships between abstraction, 
cultural artifacts, text, and subtext. The art in this exhibition, although 
contemporary in tone, was inspired by eighteenth- and nineteenth-
century documents, newspaper articles, and engravings. An avid reader of 
history, York finds relevance in its fascinating ambiguities and capacity 
to foreshadow the future. History, in his hands, is the telling of factual 
fables, in which the often slanted selections of data that come to us from 
the past have been tempered to accord with the ideologies of the present.
 
Selections from the National Gallery is an exhibition of works that allude 
both to satirical political prints and history paintings, the types of images 
that might be on view at a state-run museum, a presidential library, or 
national archives. They feature silhouetted figures made from vinyl, a 
medium that is often used in museum signage, which is valued for its 
capacity to be easily stripped from the walls when an exhibition is over. 
Thus York uses a cheap elastic medium to underscore the ephemeral 
topicality of caricature while slyly countering the pomposity often 
contained in traditional history painting. 

His characters wear period garb and pose in stiff pantomime as if actors 
in a public theater. Each vignette has a cryptic title that often evokes the 
stinging rhetoric that has marked our public discourse since the United 
States emerged. These texts are appropriated from captions in editorial 
cartoons, commentary in the press, or descriptions of a particularly 
meaningful incident or event. 

The centerpiece of the exhibition is a series of works inspired by David 
McCullough’s Pulitzer Prize-winning biography of John Adams, a 
Founding Father and second president of the United States. The images 
do not illustrate the book so much as capture the subtle twists of 



meaning in certain of its phrases and picturesque descriptions. One title 
reads Mr. Hamilton Carries his Eggs (to a Fine Market, Indeed) (2012, 
fig. 1). We may see this to be a colloquialism describing the ambitious 
young politician bringing something of value to a receptive audience. 
Yet the phrase is a satirical comeuppance—fine often means its own 
opposite—“a fine state of affairs we find ourselves in!” Eggs denote 
something prized but with the potential for turning bad (or being thrown 
and broken). And the emphatic “indeed” may seem affirmative, but has 
a quality of sardonic archness. The folksy phrase was used by Adams 
when relishing the irony of Alexander Hamilton—whose published slurs 
had cost Adams a second term—being forced to support either Thomas 
Jefferson or Aaron Burr (both also political enemies of Hamilton) who 
had tied in electoral votes for the presidency. Hamilton was seen by many 
of his contemporaries as a scheming manipulator, hence York’s depiction 
of the devilish figure choosing between two stately busts.1

York was reading the Adams biography during the 2012 presidential 
campaign, and was particularly attuned to instances like this of a struggle 
between factions that seemed to foretell the astringent politics of our own 
times. In discussing the notion of past as prologue, he says that  

The underlying narrative of history or the untold story that actually 
sets future events in motion has been a consistent theme in my 
work. I have no wish to personally comment one way or the other 
so I use the platform of an official archive (which in most cases is 
anything but objective) to reinforce the thought of something larger 
than ourselves influencing the chains of events.2

Other titles, such as Trashed in the Press (2012), (With Firetongs and 
Cane) Battle on the Floor of Congress (2012), and An XYZ Affair 
(2012), are also markers of political conflict in which York perceives 
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contemporary relevance. This is 
true of his more recent series, also 
on view in this exhibition, inspired 
by Doris Kearns Goodwin’s Team 
of Rivals: The Political Genius of 
Abraham Lincoln (cover and fig. 4). 
Yet in neither does he feel a need to 
spell out any lessons of the past, as 
if we might find answers to our own 
quandaries by seeing how similar 
ones were once resolved. Viewers 
do not have to read up on American 
history to get a better understanding 
of the chains of events that brought 
us to this moment. Instead it is 
sufficient to see such bitter discourse 
as a required condition, a sine qua 
non, of democracy, a dialectic that 
has built corrosive incivility into 
American public air, then, now, and 
likely well into the future.

In mimicking the antiquated motif 
of the silhouette, which appears in 
early American cut-paper craft and 
in the prints of mid-nineteenth-
century artists like William Henry 

Brown (1844, fig. 2), York’s works exhibit much the same deconstructive 
intent as the cut-paper silhouettes of contemporary artist Kara Walker, 
which suggest that we will carry the burden and bear the consequences 
of past injustices until we can confront our own shadows (1998, fig. 
3). Yet he is less incisive than she in critiquing hateful histories like 
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racism, choosing instead more cryptic paths of free association and fluid 
interpretation.  

Given the plasticity of his conjoined references, it is no surprise that 
York’s constructive techniques are so nonchalant. He uses adhesive vinyl, 
which is often wrinkled or hangs loose to counter the sense of gravitas 
that marks conventional history painting. His uncorrected flaws have a 
quality of self-effacement, encouraging the viewer to take the works’ 
historical allusions just seriously enough, without thinking them the only 
thing to ponder. He explains that  

I really like the idea of giving the viewer a narrative source for 
abstraction; it’s more fun for me. The hope is to draw the viewer 
in with imagery that might be recognizable with the added pay-off 
of specific references to American or European history sparking 
a conversation. I hope it helps to break down the conception that 
abstraction requires a working knowledge of the medium. 3

York thus offers an aesthetic dimension beyond historical content. He is 
an abstractionist, not just in the sense of conveying abstract ideas but in 
the formal dynamic that arises from the interplay of materials and images. 
Such ramshackle collages as The President Performs for his Cabinet 
(2012, fig. 5) might remind the viewer of the constructions of artist 
Richard Tuttle—casual arrangements that celebrate the expressiveness 
of seemingly random combinations of materials. More sharply defined 
works, such as Sustaining Morale (2013, fig. 6) channel the joyfully spare 
late cut-outs of Henri Matisse, which coincidentally (given the title of 
this exhibition) have been shown to great acclaim at the National Gallery 
of Art in Washington, D.C. While York’s Selections from the National 
Gallery may allude to American history paintings, in truth they are as 
much concerned with figure-ground relationships, conversations in color, 
and an economy of form that are of a purely modernist framework. 
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York’s glossy surfaces seem 
to be the primary means for 
conveying the slipperiness 
of historical didacticism. But 
under the vinyl that is wrapped 
around each wooden support 
one can see the texture of 
painted circles, floating around 
the silhouettes like repressed 
thought bubbles. York explains 
his interest in such obscured 
imagery:

I like to think about a 
tradition in African-Yoruba 
based religious ceremonies of 
wrapping or burying objects to 
“turn them on.” It is through 

the covering up or concealing that the object gains its power and in 
which objects only gain meaning over time. 4

This is a reminder that beneath known histories are ghostly layers of 
triggering events and influential people that will never fully materialize even 
through a historian’s pen, and may only be brought into hazy view by an 
artist’s imagination. The power to which York refers comes from the hidden 
sway of the unseen dead. But in the end, it is the synchronization of wry 
sign-pairing with plastic sensation that breathes life into his works.

Mark Scala, chief curator, Frist Center for the Visual Arts 
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